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• Brief  Background on SMIRC
• The Pandemic Begins
• How to Proceed?
• Moving Online Quickly
• Best Practices
• Building Your Own Plan
• Questions
Introduction
Overview of  SMIRC
• Southern Miss Institutional 
Repository Conference
• Takes place the last 
Thursday/Friday of  April 
each year
• Attracts presenters and 
attendees from around the 
country
• Addresses institutional 
repositories and the ways 
that various libraries use 
their IRs to promote campus 
research
The Pandemic Begins
• SMIRC 2020 
scheduled for April 
23-24, 2020
• Travel bans began to 
be implemented in 
early March
• Campus moved to 
remote work over 
Spring Break
• All in-person events 
on campus were 
prohibited
Moving Forward
• With SMIRC just over a month away, many 
decisions had to be made quickly
– Do we continue on with the conference virtually or 
do we cancel?
– If  we continue, what platform do we use to host the 
conference?
– Is there enough time to promote a switch to an 
online conference?
Step 1: Continue or Cancel?
• Initially leaned toward 
cancellation
• Only had access to Microsoft 
Teams as a meeting platform 
at the time
– More suited initially for 
smaller, collaborative meetings 
than for larger presentations
• Did not have time to research 
and implement a new 
platform
• Reached out to sponsors 
about possibly hosting
– Digital Commons agreed
Step 2: Which Platform?
• Digital Commons 
offered to host via Zoom
– Also provided support via 
personnel to assist with 
tech issues in the meeting 
rooms
– Rooms could 
accommodate up to 300 
people, far more than we 
expected to attend in 
person
Step 3: Will They Come?
• Notified all attendees of  
the switch to online
• Also notified listservs and 
reopened registration
– Notice went out on April 6
– Had over 100 new 
registrations in the next 
week
• Most presenters also agreed 
to present virtually
– A couple withdrew due to 
other pandemic-related 
obligations
Putting a Plan into Action
• Met virtually with DC contact to discuss 
strategies based on their experiences
• Set up two meeting rooms due to concurrent 
sessions on Day 2
– Only shared meeting room URL with registered 
attendees the week of  the conference
– Also implemented passwords to prevent any 
“Zoom-bombing”
• Made some schedule tweaks to adjust for 
attendees now being in multiple time zones
Best Practices
• Have at least two hosts per meeting 
room
– Ensures that the room stays open 
if  one host gets disconnected
• Have volunteers on hand to 
monitor time/chat and facilitate 
Q&A
– Lets presenters focus on their 
presentation without having to 
focus on time and chat questions
• Practice navigating a meeting 
beforehand with a colleague if  
needed
• Encourage attendees to make sure 
they are using the latest version of  
the software before the meeting
Best Practices (cont’d)
• If  using multiple rooms, keep the 
schedule clearly posted so attendees 
know they are in the right place
• Provide an email address or contact 
info where attendees can reach 
someone for troubleshooting if  
needed
• Set all attendees to enter the meeting 
muted
– You should decide beforehand 
whether to allow them to unmute to 
ask questions or to communicate only 
via chat as well
– If  someone other than the presenter 
is unmuted during a presentation, the 
co-host can mute them
Putting it Into Practice
• Want to host your own online events but don’t 
know where to start?
1. Identify your audience – how many people?
2. Identify your partners – who can help?
3. Identify your platform – where will you host it?
4. Identify your strategy – how will you implement 
best practices?
5. Carry out your event!
For More Information
To see more of  what we 
did, check out the 
recordings from SMIRC 
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